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ENCORE

VISION STATEMENT

COSTAFOX
DEVELOPMENTS:
A DISTINCT
VISION

Encore’s distinctive glass-pleated façade extends a carefully restored
heritage-listed warehouse of both local historical and architectural
significance.
A former butter factory turned recording studio, the site dates back
to the 1930s when it was occupied by Australia’s oldest table spread
manufacturer, Nuttelex.
Today, Encore raises the curtain on the dynamic stage of commercial activity in Cremorne, offering exceptionally designed offices for
businesses that applaud innovation.
Designed by Fieldwork with interiors by Mim Design, Encore is
ideally situated on the junction of Gordon and Walnut Streets. It sets
a new standard for commercial design and development; acting as a
marker of change for Cremorne’s entrepreneurial class.

artist’s impression

Encore
Gordon and Walnut Street junction
Artist’s Impression
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CHAPTER 1

Cremorne, as a neighbourhood, needs no introduction. In recent
years, this tightly held inner-eastern suburb has gone from strength to
strength, developing a reputation as Australia’s leading commercial,
digital and creative hub.
Ideally situated on the banks of the Yarra and within immediate
reach of the Melbourne Sports and Entertainment Precinct and CBD,
Cremorne is also home to global businesses like Tesla, Uber and the
Walt Disney Company, as well as headquartering leading Australian
digital businesses Carsales and REA Group.

THE
SETTING
Converted warehouses and former factories
sit alongside small Victorian terraces and cottages, while richly storied streets and lanes conceal
burgeoning retail and dining destinations.
Over the past decade, Cremorne has transformed from an industrial hub to Melbourne’s most
talked about office precinct. Growing demand has
seen rents rise rapidly and a surge of new office
buildings in the planning pipeline, while the establishment of multiple co-working spaces has seen
the area become Melbourne’s most sought-after
creative location.
As a commercial development that repurposes and revitalises its unique heritage attributes,
Encore enhances the existing Cremorne landscape
while embracing its hardworking past.

Boasting easy access to the CBD and many of
Melbourne’s most iconic destinations, the once-industrial suburb of Cremorne has become a thriving hub for businesses of all sizes and scales.
The strong industrial heritage of this former working-class area sets it apart from other suburbs on
the city fringe.
Officially recognised as a separate entity
from Richmond in 1999, Cremone is named after
the pleasure gardens established in 1853 on the
banks of the Yarra River. Bounded by Church and
Swan Streets, Punt Road and the CityLink, it offers
a picturesque riverside location and close proximity to public transport.
Architecturally, Cremorne’s eclectic mix of
housing and workplaces is a visible testament to
the suburbs ability to recreate and reshape itself.

Cremorne Gardens in 1862
Lithograph
Source: State Library of Victoria
Date: 1862
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Cremorne has a strong culture of innovation, an eclectic mix of architecture, outstanding access to transport and a wealth of hospitality and retail destinations. Businesses are drawn to its central location, unrivalled amenity and heritage charm, with the ever-increasing
presence of recognised brands and emerging start-ups contributing
to the unique character of the precinct.
Responding to a growing demand for quality office spaces that
reflect the high standards of Cremorne’s business community, Encore
will not only set a new benchmark in commercial development, but
provide spaces in which businesses and employees can grow. Designed with presence and purpose, it offers a new place from which to
prosper.
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Cremorne’s charm is complemented by
convenience, with proximity to CityLink, the
Monash Freeway and Melbourne Airport.
Scenic river paths snake through the abundant parklands, supporting occupants who
wish to walk or cycle to work.
Cremore is also well-serviced by public
transport, with trams, trains and buses only
minutes away. Cremorne’s centrality also
means that taxi and Uber services are never
far off.

Cremorne is spoilt for choice when it
comes to dining and entertainment. Exciting and eclectic, Cremorne has a vibrant
café culture.
Cafés offer sophisticated upmarket
brunch options while long-standing pubs
date back to Cremorne’s working-class days
and add an unmistakable sense of character. Its art-filled laneways lead to contemporary galleries, and the hallowed turf of
the world-famous MCG.

Cremorne’s creative atmosphere offers a
colourful alternative to the grey corporate
culture associated with Melbourne’s CBD.
In recent years, Cremorne has emerged
as a premier office destination for leading
technology and start-up companies including MYOB, Tesla, Uber and SEEK.
Art galleries such as Sophie Gannon
Gallery are a short stroll away in Richmond
while vivid murals and street art brighten
the streets around Richmond train station.

With access to South Yarra, Melbourne’s
CBD and all the city has to offer, Cremorne
is within walking distance of a host of great
dining and entertainment options.

1. Baby Pizza

14. Space Furniture

2. Prince Alfred Hotel

15. Tesla

3. Kong BBQ

16. Australia Post

Destinations above are within 1km of Encore.

4. Pillar of Salt & The Royal Saxon

17. Sophie Gannon Gallery

5. Pana Chocolate

18. Jardan

6. Harlow

19. Richmond Library

7. The Ugly Duckling

20. Premium automotive precinct

8. Fargo & Co

21. Tram Route 78 (nearest stop)

Monash Freeway

Top Paddock

Tesla

9. Laneway Greens

22. East Richmond Train Station

Punt Road

Baby Pizza

REA Group

10. Corner Hotel

23. Tram Route 70

Toorak Road

The Royal Saxon

MYOB

11. The Cherry Tree Hotel

24. Yarra River Trail

Richmond Train Station

The Ugly Duckling

Uber

12. Hunted + Gathered

25. Yoga 213

Church Street tram

Pillar of Salt

SEEK

13. La Manna & Sons

26. Fitness First
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THE
APPOINTEES

“Quino and Miriam have been able to take
what was a mere metaphor about how the building
should present and feel and deftly transform
it into formic poetry.”
Michael Fox, Managing Director
— CostaFox Developments

Collaborative development is the cornerstone of great design. A careful
curation of creative perspectives and design sensibilities is crucial to
creating enduring places to live, work and thrive.
A strong, aligned vision was critical to the collaboration between
CostaFox Developments, Fieldwork and Mim Design throughout
Encore’s inception and development. Bound by a shared belief that
meaningful architecture demands both quality of space and an intrinsic
sense of place, the award-winning Melbourne-based team embraced
the site’s unique heritage and character to ensure strength in design.

michael fox, back. quino holland, left.
miriam fanning, right.
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CostaFox Developments
Established in 2016, CostaFox is a boutique
Melbourne-based developer founded by managing director Michael Fox and chairman
Robert Costa of Costa Asset Management.
With a project portfolio in excess of $600 million, the business owns more than $80 million worth of residential and commercial sites
across Victoria and New South Wales.
CostaFox unites a team of highly respected
names in Australian property under one cohesive and extraordinary vision.

Geno Hubay

THE DEVELOPER
Michael FOX & Geno HUBAY
CostaFox Developments
Fox and Hubay both fundamentally believe that it is only through a clear
vision, collaboration with like-minded practitioners, and a well-honed
business acumen developed through years of experience that exceptional design outcomes can be achieved. Encore, as a development,
embodies the CostaFox philosophy: a philosophy built around the
enduring principles of innovation, integrity and trust.
As a developer, CostaFox is as tenacious as it is nimble, approaching
projects with a respect for what’s come before and an uncompromising eye for what comes next. Embracing a holistic approach,
Fox and Hubay have created a landmark development in Encore,
deftly responding to Melbourne’s changing needs and cementing
Cremorne’s place as a vibrant business precinct.
12
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Fieldwork
Fieldwork sees architecture as a social and civic
practice. Founded in 2013, the multidisciplinary
architecture practice has garnered a strong reputation for innovative projects and outcomes
across residential, commercial, mixed-use developments and in the education sector. Responsive, equitable and environmentally conscious,
Fieldwork’s team of more than 25 practitioners
deliver modern, sustainable designs that are flexible yet enduring.
Driven by a fundamental belief that the built
environment shapes the way we live, work and
perceive our lives, Fieldwork takes a ‘people-first’
approach to sustainable design and understands
the dynamic interaction between work and play.
Collaborative by nature and inspired by the opportunity to create buildings that blend practicality and prestige, the team seeks to improve
Melbourne’s built environment with each and
every building design.

THE ARCHITECT

Quino HOLLAND
Fieldwork
Quino Holland believes in an active architecture that shapes and
responds to social, political, aesthetic, emotional and economic
forces. He sees architecture as a living form that is agile yet enduring: the carefully considered outcome of research, experience and
experimentation.
His approach to Encore was to develop an architectural design that
consciously enhanced and celebrated the existing heritage building
while embracing Cremorne’s evolving cultural identity. The result is
a layered exploration of form and function that is rich in architectural
intent and design integrity.
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Mim Design
Mim Design is an award-winning Melbourne-based
design studio renowned for its creative approach,
high-end finishes and meticulous attention to
detail. Recognised nationally and internationally,
the studio has spent more than 20 years curating
a diverse portfolio that spans high-end residential,
commercial, retail and hospitality developments.
Led by the pioneering vision of founder and
managing director Miriam Fanning, the studio
aims to enrich people’s lives through purposeful
and practical design. From luxurious fit-outs for
five-star hotels to custom-designed office suites,
Mim Design is passionate about crafting functional interiors that are sophisticated, refined
and suited to a wide range of uses.

THE INTERIOR DESIGNER

Miriam FANNING
Mim Design
Miriam Fanning is driven to instil a sense of authenticity in every interior she designs. As founder and director of Mim Design, she has an
unerring sense of how to choreograph the complex dance between
shape and form; shade and light.
Inspired by the red brick warmth of Encore’s heritage façade,
Fanning set out to create inviting and versatile office spaces that would
encourage business tenants to foster a culture of collaboration, teamwork and inclusiveness. Featuring flexible floorplates, high-end fittings
and custom finishes, each office suite is elegant yet robust, designed
to support and enrich commercial activity.
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“The three practices, though all different in how
they approach the built form, share a common set of
values and principles, each striving to create authentic
spaces that are distinctive, honest and durable.”
Geno Hubay, Development Director
— CostaFox Developments

Left
Indwe Park, West Footscray
— CostaFox Developments
Previous page
Bower, Manly
— CostaFox Developments

DISCERNING STANDARDS
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Below
Landream office, breakout area
— Mim Design
Photography: Peter Clarke
Bottom
Milieu North Fitzroy Apartments
— Fieldwork
Photography: Rory Gardiner
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Gordon Street elevation

THE
FORM

A restrained and cohesive material palette of
fritted and clear glass, ribbed and textured concrete, galvanised steel, white brick and ribbed
perforated metal presents a considered architectural acknowledgement of Cremorne’s diverse and
ever-changing landscape. This palette is paired
with, and softened by, leafy green foliage which will
grow and add to the building over time.
Recessed terraces provide external amenity
to internal spaces, and an engaging rooftop design provides versatile space for working groups,
team gatherings and larger communal functions.

Throughout the different stages of architectural
design – from planning and detailing to construction and delivery – Fieldwork sought to make
Encore a striking and sensitive addition to the
existing Cremorne landscape.
Formally, the building is set back from Gordon
Street, the ground floor seamlessly incorporating
the heritage-listed façade of a historic Melbourne
warehouse. Above the red brick entrance, the
distinctive glass-pleated design evokes the shimmering folds of a stage curtain while the building’s
profile suggests the industrial sawtooth roof typologies of surrounding urban infrastructure.

encore’s glass pleated detail
artist’s impression
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encore from newton street
artist’s impression
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encore, gordon street entry
artist’s impression
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rooftop terrace
artist’s impression
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“Our architectural vision was to design a building
that embraced Cremorne’s future while celebrating
its industrial past; opening up a deliberate dialogue
between old and new.”
Quino Holland, Founder and Director
— Fieldwork

THE FORM

Pleating

Rooftop

Windows

The glass-pleated design of Encore’s façade
has distinct functions beyond aesthetic
appeal. Showcasing Fieldwork’s considered design principles of sustainability and
urban connectivity, it allows for improved
ongoing operation through responsive
façade design, and minimises heating and
cooling loads for the building. PV solar panels are functional, providing shading, while
external glazing blades and a fritted glazing
pattern maximise internal space.

The crowning glory of the seven-storey building, Encore’s rooftop terrace offers impressive and unobstructed views of Melbourne’s
skyline and the parklands that stretch along
the banks of the Yarra River. Designed by
Openwork, it features luscious greenery enveloping a series of landscaped meeting and
function areas, creating a penthouse atmosphere. A truly versatile space, the rooftop
terrace is the quintessential expression of
Melbourne, by day and by night.

Operable windows on the north and south
sides of Encore allow for effective crossfloor ventilation while vertical shading
blades along the western façade provide
controlled natural light for all adjacent
offices. The use of ceramic fritted glass simultaneously reduces glare, cuts cooling
costs and beautifies the building’s external façade. Fieldwork’s choice of a striking
herringbone pattern for the fritted glass
further strengthens Encore’s street appeal
and invites it to be read as a crystalline
sculptural form.

This page
South west study of Encore
Previous page
North west study of Encore

A BUILDING STUDY
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end-of-trip facilities
artist’s impression

THE
SPACES
encore lobby
artist’s impression

Both interior and external elements work
together to incorporate natural light and connect
each indoor space to the outside world via pocket
terraces, trellised planters and a communal rooftop terrace.
At basement level, amenities include electric
car charging stations, bicycle and car parking, as
well as premium end-of-trip facilities.

Every aspect of Encore’s design expresses purpose and distinction. Upon arrival, the building’s
heritage façade creates a grand sense of arrival
for occupants and visitors alike.
High-end finishes, concierge/building manager
services and a destination eatery further establish
the luxurious yet understated atmosphere.
Spread across seven levels, each expansive
office space features rich textural detailing and
a timeless design aesthetic. Flexible floorplates,
custom finishes and high-end inclusions combine
to create sophisticated, responsive and inviting
spaces for a changing and evolving workforce.
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level one office
artist’s impression
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“We all want to spend our time in built environments
that nurture our creativity and personal growth; that
encourage us to embrace our entrepreneurial streak.”
Miriam Fanning, Founder and Director
— Mim Design

THE SPACES

Inclusions

Flexible floorplates

Tailoring

Common amenities at Encore features luxury inclusions such as generously-sized
kitchenettes, bathrooms and storage features. Carefully curated details draw the
eye to the use of dynamic natural stone and
high-end authentic materials, while flexible
floorplates facilitate effortless movement
between productivity zones and recreation
areas. Select offices have pocket terraces
overlooking Gordon Street, providing
open-air settings for team meetings and
office functions.

Flexible floorplates allow for individual customisation of each office interior at Encore.
Characterised by movement and flow, the
building’s flexible floorplates enable business tenants to reconfigure their spaces
as they see fit and cater to the changing
technological and spatial needs of modern
workplaces. A refined palette of richly textured materials defines and enhances the
sense of luxury and dimension.

Workable from day one, Encore’s flexible
floorplates allow business occupants to
choose prêt-à-porter offices or consult
privately with Mim Design on the most
effective internal layout to suit their specific
organisational needs. Infused with beautiful
detail and easily tailored to accommodate
changes in working styles and organisational formats, the elegant and adaptable
office spaces invite occupants to think laterally about space and place, and articulate
their unique design sensibilities.

At Ground

The Concierge/Building Manager

End-of-Trip Facilities

Upon arrival, Encore’s lobby impresses with
its uncompromising palette of stone, glass
and tile. An exclusive hospitality venue offers a convenient place to meet for breakfast, lunch or coffee, while premium end-oftrip facilities encourage occupants to walk,
ride and catch public transport to work.
From street level, Encore’s meticulously restored heritage-listed façade speaks to the
character and historic significance of the
Cremorne area.

Encore’s dedicated concierge and building
management services provide assistance
and relief for the time-poor, with the capacity to complete tasks that traditionally
may be reserved for an office manager.
Encore’s concierge and building management are employed to ease the day-to-day
stress of performing at an executive level.

Designed to encourage corporate health
and wellbeing, Encore’s premium end-oftrip facilities offer secure bicycle storage,
change rooms, showers and lockers. A
thoughtful and timely response to the significant increase of Melburnians cycling or
walking to work. Encore’s end-of-trip facilities are discreetly located in the basement
and on the ground floor. For occupants who
wish to exercise during their lunch break or
freshen up before dinner, they provide an
ideal place to reinvigorate and rejuvenate.

INTERIOR STUDY

Next page
Mim Design studio space
Photography: Peter Clarke
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level six office
artist’s impression
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level six executive suite concept
artist’s impression

ENCORE

Illustrations
Jason Chatfield
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CHAPTER 5

Having a (perhaps at times) too accommodating café culture.

“I suppose it’s the Nylex scaffold these days.”

Cremorne, as character-filled as the suburb itself,
has lanes, streets and spaces filled with conversations
that only Cremorne can have.
The following are observations and depictions of
overheard conversations on:

“Just a weak, hot, flat latte, with a sprinkle
of chocolate and half a sugar.”
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The breadth of art on show in the area’s many galleries.

The health and wildlife of the Yarra.

“I’m sure I’ll get it once someone explains it.”

“A bike? A yellow bike?”
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The Cremorne-Richmond conundrum.

The convenience of having good transport options.

“I live and breathe Richmond!”
— But don’t you live in Cremorne?

“Start the meeting without me, I’m two dings away.”
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A VISIBLE
HISTORY

Encore responds to this considerable history with a rich and intriguing narrative of its own.
Constructed between 1917 and 1935 as a factory
and office space for Australian table spread manufacturer Nuttelex, the original heritage building
beneath Encore’s glass-pleated façade has both
historical and architectural significance.
As an outstanding example of a single storey interwar factory, it speaks to the long-term
durability of buildings from this era. Occupied by
Nuttelex before transforming into a widely known
and used music studio, the once-bustling site was
left empty and dilapedated until CostaFox secured
the site for development.
In restoring and repurposing the original
building, Encore retains, celebrates and revitalises its heritage character while introducing a new
stage for commercial performance.

Cremorne is a suburb with a fascinating past
and an undeniably exciting future. No stranger to
transformation, the suburb’s eclectic mix of architecture reflects its ability to adapt and evolve to
the needs of those who live and work there.
Until quite recently, it was a suburb that had
lost its identity. Swallowed up by the shadows
of neighbouring suburbs, Cremorne reclaimed
its sense of identity in 1999 when it was officially recognised as a separate entity to Richmond.
Since then, it has swiftly developed a reputation
as a bona fide tech hub and become one of Melbourne’s most desirable inner-city locations.
Due to its strong and active history of innovation and growth, the industrial development of Cremorne during the interwar period is visible down
each one of its streets and laneways. Former factories and landmark silos have been transformed
into trendy arts, retail and dining destinations while
converted warehouses have been reimagined as
contemporary offices and co-working spaces.

This Page
Various Nuttelex archive images
Source: Nuttelex
Next page
Nuttelex packaging illustration
Source: Nuttelex
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Exclusive Sales Agent

Colliers International
Level 30, 367 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
Ben Baines
0438 328 407

Raphael Favas
0435 916 380

Ted Dwyer
0411 312 165

Chris Ling
0419 294 346

© 2019 CostaFox Developments Pty Ltd
The information contained in this document is given for general information purposes only. The final dimensions of any commercial space sold will be determined by the contract of sale and may differ from the
depicted. All particulars herein whether by description or visual representation in photography or artist impression are for general information only, and do not constitute any representation by the vendor or by its
agents or representatives. Changes will undoubtedly be made during development, and the dimensions, fittings, finishes and specifications are therefore subject to change. No warranty is given either expressly
or implied, and all interested parties should not rely on the information contained herein and should make their own enquiries before committing to any purchase.
This document has been prepared by Colliers International & the Vendor for advertising and general information only. Colliers International & the Vendor do not guarantee, warrant or represent that the information
contained in this document is correct. Any interested party should undertake their own enquiries as to the accuracy of the information. Colliers International & the Vendor exclude unequivocally all inferred or
implied terms, conditions and warranties arising out of this document and excludes all liability for loss and damage arising therefrom.
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